
Let Them Watch More TV
How to Easily Overcome the Login Problem
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Executive Summary 

Difficult Sign-On Experiences Are Unnecessarily Holding 
Back TV Everywhere Growth and Frustrating Consumers 

If Done Well, Identity Management Can Deepen 
Consumer Engagement

Expect A Lot From Your Authentication Partner

Continued Innovation is Getting Consumers to Content 
Faster, While Achieving Business Objectives

Every Service Provider and Content Provider Needs to 
Begin Building This Foundation for Advanced Video, 
and It Has Never Been Easier

About Synacor and Cloud ID
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E X E C U T I V E  S U M M A R Y

TV subscribers want to watch more TV, and they try to—on their tablets, computers, connected TVs and other 
devices. But all too often they get stuck at the login screen and give up. The default login experience for 
accessing TV Everywhere, defined as pay TV content delivered independent of set-top boxes, is challenging to 
the point of abandonment. Synacor has seen up to 50% of potential TV Everywhere viewers, with a given TV 
provider, arrive at the login screen and then get no further. Meanwhile with a simplified login experience, we’ve 
seen more than an 80% reduction in abandonment rates. 

Simpler sign-on solutions like home-based authentication, single sign-on, and out-of-home authentication 
have long been on the market, but TV providers haven’t readily implemented them, obstructed by significant 
technical and strategic hurdles. Chief among these hurdles are the high-resource task of integrating immensely 
complex technical “backends” between programmers and operators, and deeply seated concerns about 
compromising fruitful and stable interdependent relationships with the possibility of competition. 

However, advances in identity management technology and market shifts driven by intensive consumer demand 
are remedying these key hindrances. Today it’s easier than ever before for TV providers to simplify their 
subscribers’ TV Everywhere login experiences. For example, by partnering with an authentication service provider 
that already has numerous existing integrations, a TV provider can “plug and play” with all those it’s legally 
permitted to, potentially expanding the reach of its TV Everywhere service by the millions. Other advances include 
improvements in the scalability, reliability, durability, and security of these simplified sign-on solutions. 

Home-based authentication, out-of-home authentication and single-sign on are the primary ways authentication 
partners help pay TV users access their content more easily in home and out-of-home. These are innovative 
solutions that get consumers to content faster. When TV providers take the leap and deploy these solutions, 
they also become well positioned for a future in which consumers have an abundance of choice in TV 
subscription products. Programmers, tech companies, and even startups are developing their own pay TV 
bundles to give consumers what they want—which is more access to TV Everywhere. To compete and thrive 
in this increasingly crowded market, industry participants must improve the accessibility of their products, and 
adopt simplified sign-on solutions. 

This paper outlines the challenges facing the pay TV industry’s deployment of simplified sign-on solutions, 
the technical and strategic changes resolving these concerns, and the many benefits of today’s best-in-class 
simplified sign-on solutions. 
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Difficult Sign-On 
Experiences Are 
Unnecessarily Holding  
Back TV Everywhere 
Growth And Frustrating 
Consumers 

Imagine if you had to  
type in two passwords every time you changed the channel on your TV. 
Since the emergence of TV Everywhere, this has been the status quo user 
experience that pay TV subscribers face when logging in to the service. 

you would walk away too…



To access TV content away from their set-top box, on 
tablets, mobile phones, connected TVs and through over-
the-top solutions like Apple TV, subscribers often have 
to type in their cable password, and then an additional 
passcode linking the device to their cable account. Usually 
this task also requires two devices, and in many cases the 
majority of this typing is without a traditional keyboard 
and conveniences like auto-fill. To make matters worse, 
subscribers often then need to do this process over and 
over, for each app and sometimes each device. 

This user experience has stymied subscribers. Synacor 
has seen up to 50% of potential TV Everywhere viewers, 
with a given TV provider, abandon the process at the 
login screen. Yes, up to half of all people who are asked 
to perform the login process don’t make it through it. 
It’s that hard. Alternatively, when Synacor has helped 
TV providers implement a simplified login experience, 
we’ve seen more than an 80% decrease in abandonment. 
Additionally, we’ve seen a 20% increase in unique TV 
Everywhere viewers. That’s because people want to 
watch more TV, everywhere. 

Consumers want to watch TV across their devices, 
wherever they are. The average TV household now has at 
least 7 devices in use each day, with 6% having more than 
15 devices1. Many of these types of connected devices are 
being used to watch TV. In-home real-time entertainment 
traffic spans: 45.4% Windows PCs, 61.6% on Android 
devices, 65.2% on PS4 consoles, 81.3% on tablets, and 
95.1% on Roku devices2. But still, only about 40% of pay 
TV subscribers are using TV Everywhere technology3. 

Simpler sign-on solutions like home-based authentication, 
out-of-home auto authentication, and single sign-on 
abound, but all too often TV providers find themselves 
facing significant technical and strategic hurdles that 
compromise and obstruct the implementation of these 
advances. The result is more than a strictly business-
to-business problem; it’s limiting the amount of TV 
subscribers watch. Fortunately, many of the challenges 
holding back the deployment of simplified sign-on 
solutions are becoming obsolete, through advances in 
technology as well as the pull of consumer demand on the 
competitive marketplace. 

Because of this progress, soon the competitiveness and 
relevance of TV providers will depend upon the provision 
of easier access options. The winning programmers and 
operators will be those prepared to deliver. This report 
outlines how TV providers can prioritize ease of use for 
themselves and for their customers when implementing 
simplified identity management solutions.

1 “The Future of TV: Mobile, Live, Immersive, Social,” September 8, 2016, by Laura A. Martin and Dan Medina, for Needham & Company. 

2 “2016 Global Internet Phenomena,”August 23, 2016, Sandvine, Inc.

3 “TV Everywhere Usage Climbs: Study” March 4, 2016, by Jeff Baumgartner, for Multichannel News. 

High Abandonment Rates Persist
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It all began with the likes of Napster. As soon as TV and 
movie fans had internet connections powerful enough to 
download video, they began collecting it on their home 
machines—albeit beyond the constraints of copyright, just 
like they did with music just a few years prior. 

Pay TV businesses quickly recognized the risk they 
faced, and legitimate technology companies also saw an 
opportunity to disrupt and deliver. Businesses from both 
groups rushed to throw video content online and they sold 
it through subscription-based business models. Prioritizing 
the simplicity of access was secondary at best. After all, 
downloading content from illegal file-sharing sites wasn’t 
that easy itself. 

Today, TV viewers are more fortunate than ever before 
when it comes to TV. They can access pay TV content from 
a dizzying number of places. But in the rush to achieve this 
abundance, innovators failed to prioritize ease of access. 

The first TV Everywhere sites by MVPDs created a new set 
of credentials for TV Everywhere applications, different 
than the usernames and passwords subscribers would use 
to access their accounts online. Suddenly customers were 
required to maintain two different sets of passwords for their 
cable subscriptions. When programmers started launching 
their own solutions, consumers encountered a similar 
experience to today. 

The first Roku, for example, required users to input an on-
screen password via arrows on a remote control or they had 
to use a 2nd screen device and an activation code. They had 
to select the pay TV provider with their remote, receive an 
activation code, open a 2nd device, log in to their pay TV 
subscriber’s account on the 2nd device, input their activation 
code on the 2nd device, then go back to the TV to watch. 

This last example is a workaround, forced on consumers 
to make up for enterprises’ long unsolved technical and 
strategic hurdles, that still inhibits consumers to this day. 

Why Difficult Sign-on Experiences 
Have Persisted

Problem: Prioritization

Historical precedents in technology and business relationships 
have long inhibited the advancement of simplified sign-on 
solutions. The earliest manifestation of the problem, however,  
is specifically the lack of prioritization.
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4 “The Engadget Interview: Blake Krikorian, CEO of Sling Media” by Ryan Block for Engadget, July 18, 2005. https://www.engadget.com/2005/07/18/the-engadget-interview-blake-krikorian-ceo-of-sling-media/

5  “Google Buys YouTube for $1.65 Billion” by the Associated Press, Oct. 10, 2016. http://www.nbcnews.com/id/15196982/ns/business-us_business/t/google-buys-youtube-billion/

6 “Netflix offers streaming movies to subscribers” by Nate Anderson for Ars Technica, Jan, 16, 2007. http://arstechnica.com/uncategorized/2007/01/8627/

7 “Review: Roku Netflix Set Top Box Is Just Shy Of Totally Amazing” by Daniel Dumas for Wired, May 19, 2008. https://www.wired.com/2008/05/review-roku-net/

8 https://www.hulu.com/press/about
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TIMELINE OF NOTABLE INNOVATIONS IN THE FIELD

2005 
ESPN broke ground with the 
first online subscription video-
on-demand service. That same 
year, Slingbox began streaming 
media to remote devices4. 

2006 
Google bought YouTube for 
$1.6 billion underscoring the 
consumer desire to watch 
video beyond their TV screens5. 

2007 
Netflix expanded 
from snail-mail DVDs 
to streaming video6.

2008 
Netflix moved to the 
TV screen with the 
first Roku box7.  

2009 
Hulu debuted8, and soon after, 
Comcast launched Fancast 
Xfinity TV enabling on-demand 
video viewing on computers. 

2010 
HBO launched 
HBO GO9.

2011 
HBO debuted  
its mobile app10. 

Amazon Video 
debuts. 



9 “HBO Launches Netflix Rival” by Greg Sandoval for CNET, Feb. 17, 2010. https://www.cnet.com/news/hbo-launches-netflix-rival/

10 “HBO Goes On Demand On the iPad, iPhone & Select Android Phones” by Ryan Lawler for Gigaom, April 29, 2011. https://gigaom.com/2011/04/29/hbo-go-ipad-iphone-android/ 
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2012 
Eros Now launches 
the largest collection 
of premium video and 
music entertainment in 
Hindi, Tamil and other 
Indian languages.

2013
Vimeo On Demand 

2015
Motor Trend On Demand streaming service becomes available.

Showtime launches standalone over-the-top subscription video 
on demand service.

YouTube Red expands its scope to offer ad-free access to 
all YouTube videos, music and premium content produced in 
collaboration with notable YouTube producers and personalities.

Tribeca and Lionsgate introduceTribeca Shortlist, an SVOD 
service with 150 films.

Univision launches Univision NOW, an over-the-top subscription 
video on demand streaming service, which features program 
content from both Univision and UniMás.

2014 
Warner Archive debuts  
allowing consumers to stream 
Warner Archive titles via apps  
for Roku & iOS devices.

CBS All Access an over-the-top 
subscription streaming video on 
demand service launches.  

2016 
BroadwayHD presented the 
first live stream of a Broadway 
production.

FilmStruck, a film streaming service 
from Turner Classic Movies, debuts 
as a stand alone SVOD service.



Changing Consumer Habits: 
Complexity Is Increasing

Consumers are pushing toward a future beyond the set-
top box, as demonstrated by their increasing adoption 
of connected devices and the growing expectation to 
immediately access their media everywhere.

Regulators are also reacting to the shift. Policy makers, 
such as the FCC, are proponents of empowering 
consumers to get access to their subscription video and 
TV services on multiple devices. These regulators are 
encouraging service providers and content providers to 
make that happen. 

With these forces in play, the competition between apps 
and other third-party services is in position to heighten 
significantly. The strategic sensitivities that curtail 
integrations today will be forced to subside in order 
for all of the companies to maintain relevance in this 
competitive marketplace. 

Technologically, too, many of the obstacles that once 
delayed and obstructed the deployment of simplified 
sign-on solutions have been phased out by the 

establishment of new solutions. Chiefly, the process of 
doing one-by-one integrations is now antiquated. With 
a third-party authentication provider that has existing 
integrations with MSOs, MVPDs, and programmers, TV 
providers get a near plug-and-play solution for accessing 
each other’s separate audiences. Instead of manually 
integrating individually with dozens of parties, they can 
depend on their third-party authentication provider to 
give them scale instantaneously through the provider’s 
existing integrations. One strategic partnership can 
unlock tens of millions of new viewers, able to access TV 
Everywhere with one-click login experiences. 

It is easier than ever before for TV providers to unlock 
new TV Everywhere audiences, and it’s easier than ever 
before for consumer to access their pay TV whenever, 
wherever they want it. TV providers just have to pursue 
the advancement. 

Yet many companies still struggle with these technical 
and strategic challenges.
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At a high level, simplified sign-on solutions work by 
shifting elements of the consumer’s login burden to 
automated processes. This automation, however, requires 
deep technical integrations between parties, usually 
the programmer and the operator. These integrations 
can be incredibly difficult to implement and maintain. 
Historically, they’ve involved adjusting independently 
developed “backends” and billing systems, all with their 
own schedules of updates and maintenance that can 
change the set-up and break existing connections.

To complicate the process further, programmers, of 
course, have carriage licenses with a multitude of 
operators, and operators have relationships with a 
multitude of programmers. This means, for simplified 
sign-on solutions to work optimally, each party has to 
undergo high-resource integrations with a multitude 
of companies. Separate integrations may also be 
needed for different devices and different operating 
systems. The web of dependent, technically complex 
connections is truly labyrinthine. 

To get more specific, here are the technical hurdles 
for home-based authentication, the most simple of 
the simplified sign-on solution for consumers. With it, 
subscribers are seamlessly authorized to view content 
at the click of a button, whenever they’re on their home 
network and not using a set-top box. No passwords, 
no usernames. Technology verifies each customer’s TV 
subscription for them, using ISP network-level data 
associated with their IP address.

But for an operator to offer home-based authentication, 
it must also be an ISP. The ISP then needs to able to 
detect both on-network video subscribers, and the TV 
programmers’ that are compatible with their unique 
implementation of the authentication technology. Then 

for home-based authentication to expand beyond the 
MSO’s own network of proprietary apps and services, it 
needs to execute these highly technical integrations with 
each of its individual programmers. 

ISPs, however, have other pressing technical priorities, 
such as the ever-increasing consumer demand for 
bandwidth. Any ISP not able to deliver adequate internet 
service as video demand and internet-of-things devices 
grow will falter on its core customer promise. From this 
perspective, integrating myriad programmers’ disparate 
systems into their networks to offer simplified sign-on 
solutions is a gargantuan task that can be delayed.

Programmers have long faced a similar burden. As 
mentioned earlier, for every cable operator with which 
they have a carriage agreement they must integrate 
their own proprietary technology with the operators’ 
proprietary technology. But adding to programmers’ 
dilemma, they are usually media companies at heart. 
Even with the resources to produce apps that work 
across gaming consoles and mobile devices, integrating 
their services one by one with each of their operators 
has historically required a technical capacity even the 
biggest tech companies, like Apple, have chosen to 
outsource. Neither operators nor programmers have 
been easily able to dedicate the resources to overcome 
these technical burdens. 

Additionally, both parties face considerable 
strategic sensitivities regarding their interdependent 
relationship on each other. What was once a wholly 
hierarchical relationship is now flattening out. 
Programmers have the newfound ability to interact 
more directly with their viewers, and operators must 
redefine the way their role as content hub is valued 
and distributed across the marketplace. 

The Technological and Strategic 
Hurdles Delaying Deployment of 
Simplified Sign-On Solutions
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IF DONE WELL

Identity  
Management  
Can Deepen  
Consumer  
Engagement 

The benefits of simplified  
sign-on solutions  
are both immediate and extend far into the future. 



80%

20% 

Increased Customer Engagement 
Synacor has tracked up to a 20% increase in 
unique TV Everywhere viewers, following the 

implementation of simplified sign-on experience.

ENGAGEMENT 
INCREASE

DROP IN 
ABANDONMENT

+$4.2B
Acquisitions of Would-Be  
Cord-Cutters 
If 5% of all 24-year-olds are persuaded by TV 
Everywhere not to “cut the cord” and sign up for  
cable service when they start their own households, 
this adds $4.2 billion in subscription revenue for  
every year these users do not defect, investment  
firm Needham & Company has calculated11.  

These gains benefit the entire ecosystem. 

SUBSCRIPTION
REVENUE

Reduced TV Everywhere 
Abandonment 
Midco, an internet and cable-TV provider based in 
Sioux Falls, S.D., provided customers with a portal 
for online TV viewing, but approximately 50% of 
users were abandoning the login process. In time for 
the 2014 winter Olympics, the operator partnered 
with Synacor to launch a new customer-facing portal 
accessible from any device, as well as home-based 
authentication and social login capabilities. As a 
result, TV Everywhere abandonment rates dropped 

by more than 80%. 

$ REDUCE
COST

Reduced call center cost 
The complex TV Everywhere login process is a 
burden to users that they pass on to the operators 
and programmers by needing to call a service 
representative for help. With a simpler login process, 
a portion of these phone calls—annoying for the user 

and costly for the company—can be avoided. 

Immediate Gains

11 Needham & Company. Calculation: 100MM multi-channel households x 5% x $70 per month (estimated average cost for monthly subscription fees) x 12 months per year.
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Expect A Lot From  
Your Authentication  
Partner

TV providers can set up simplified sign-on solutions with more 
ease than ever before—with the ensuing challenges of complex integrations, reliability, 
durability, scalability, and security inherently solved as well. Below the innovations behind 
these advantages are explained: 



Plug & Play, One-to-Many Integrations
When a third-party authentication provider maintains 
a substantial number of existing integrations between 
operators, programmers and device manufacturers, 
new parties that work with the authentication provider 
can “plug and play” into its existing networks, given, of 
course, carriage agreements and other legalities. This 
removes the challenges of having to initiate and maintain 
a multitude of customized system integrations.

Flexibility and Adaptability
Unlike the old days when third-party authentication 
providers sold inflexible, off-the-shelf software solutions, 
today third-party authentication solutions can adapt to 
their customers. So where the process used to be: first 
integrate with the third-party, then use this third-party to 
assist you in future one-by-one integrations; it’s now: the 
third-party adapts to you and then you “plug and play” 
into the third-party’s multiple content partners. 

This innovation has been made possible by the 
development of flexible layer atop a solid core of 
authentication functionalities. This flexible layer, to put it 
in layman’s terms, can adapt to the bespoke needs of any 
party, lessening the integration hassle tremendously.

Scalability
When the Cubs are in their third elimination game in the 
World Series or when Game of Thrones is premiering 
its new season, no TV Everywhere provider can afford 
crashes under the heavy traffic. For operators and 
programmers developing their own authentication 
systems, this can be a major risk to manage. But for 
best-in-class authentication providers, this is something 
they’ve already solved for with cloud-designed 
infrastructures that allow processing capacity to increase 
dynamically as the needs arise. 

In spring 2016, HBO relied on Synacor’s cloud-designed 
architecture to power authentication for its sixth season 
of Game of Thrones on HBO GO. The show attracted 
record-breaking audiences, including 2.5 million streams 

to HBO GO, representing a 70% increase in streaming 
viewership from the prior year12. In spite of this record-
breaking traffic, HBO GO’s authentication process never 
broke down. Users could log in anytime, even during the 
rush times. It was a flawless experiment in reducing HBO 
GO’s responsibility to service this complex aspect of its 
technical backend. 

Reliability and Durability
Another benefit of having an infrastructure designed for 
the cloud is reliability and durability, meaning that the 
service won’t fail, no matter if maintenance is needed 
on a server or if there’s a hurricane threatening to take 
a large swath of the country offline. Cloud-designed 
infrastructures rely on server redundancy and servers that 
are “geo-dispersed” around the country or around the 
world. In these cases, multiple servers are doing similar 
jobs simultaneously and the processing capacity of each 
can fluctuate in the case that another is forced offline. 
Once you’ve solved for user abandonment caused by 
traditionally laborious login processes, you don’t want 
users abandoning because of error messages.

Monitoring & Analytics
In the early days of TV Everywhere, app developers 
were less concerned with end users exceeding the terms 
of use. Password sharing was prolific. Today, carriage 
agreements require strict enforcement of terms of usage 
with online video streams.

Each video application must monitor simultaneous user 
activity across multiple applications, including video 
services, with sub-minute frequency and enforces multi-
provider concurrency business rules with device-level 
authorization.

Concurrency Monitoring systems allow TV providers 
to limit concurrent usage of applications, or resources 
inside apps, in full compliance with contractual terms 
of distribution, and gives detailed insight into how end 
users engage with your services.

12 http://variety.com/2016/tv/news/game-of-thrones-season-6-ratings-increase-streaming-1201802329/
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Concurrency Monitoring must track concurrent usage of 
an application, or consumption of resources, associated 
with a subscriber’s unique identity. While primary utilized 
to limit consumption of streams of TV Everywhere 
content, Concurrency Monitoring can also be used for 
any class of application that is capable of integrating with 
the monitoring service.

Monitoring should be compliant with the Open 
Authentication Technology Committee’s (OATC) published 
Resource Usage Monitoring (RUM) specification. 

Easing Access From Content to Billing
At the start of TV Everywhere, when operators created new 
usernames and passwords for their content services, as 
opposed to their billing services, they made a key mistake. 
Today, even when content providers offer advantages like 
single sign-on for TV Everywhere accounts, abandonment 
rates can still be alarmingly high if the service isn’t 
implemented across the entirety of the user’s account. 

This is what happened to an internet, phone, and cable 
TV provider based in the Midwest. The company had 
simplified its customer service through one-call support 
and one bill for all of its services, and had implemented 
single sign-on for TV Everywhere. However, the company 
still saw a login abandonment rate of 30% to 40%. 

The company asked Synacor to help expand its single 
sign-on service to include its “My Account” site. With 
this solution, customers would not have to re-enter 
passwords as they moved back and forth between 
TVE and bill pay services. As a result, abandonment 
rates were reduced by more than 80%. Authentication 
providers, like Synacor, that are already integrated with 
MSO and MVPDs billing systems can easily deploy 
unified simplified login services.

Another advantages of unifying simplified sign-on 
solutions for billing and TV Everywhere is one-click  
“add-to-bill” services. In this application, users no  
longer need to pick up the phone, wait on hold, and 
price haggle with a representative to add channels. 
Rather it becomes easier than buying a pack of gum  
at the check out counter. 

Fraud Protection
Many TV provider login systems have been subject 
to attack from Botnets attempting to compromise 
subscriber personally identifiable information (PII) 
or billing data. TV providers need attack prevention 
technologies that will recognize the pattern of  
malicious actors and block them before their  
TV subscribers are harmed.

Native SDKs & Device Rendezvous:
Video application developers face dozens of different 
devices that they need to address to reach their 
customers. Each platform has specific complexities  
that can be costly to accommodate. By using third  
party software development kits (SDKs) application 
developers can accelerate their time to market and 
minimize recurring maintenance costs as  
device-specific operating systems evolve.
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Home-based authentication,  
out-of-home authentication, and single-sign on are the primary ways 
authentication providers help pay TV users access their content more easily in 
home and out of home. Here, the solutions as well as their central advantage 
and disadvantage are defined. 

Continued 
Innovation is 
Getting Consumers 
to Content Faster, 
While Achieving 
Business Objectives



1

     CLOUD ID 
AUTHENTICATION

TVE AUTHIP ADDRESS

Home-Based Authentication (HBA)

SEAMLESS USER EXPERIENCE
(no username or password to remember)

With home-based authentication, audiences are 
seamlessly authorized to view content at the click of a 
button, whenever they’re on their home network and not 
using a set-top box—for example when they’re using a 
connected TV, over-the-top solution, computer, game 
console, or mobile device. Technology verifies each 
customer’s TV subscription for them, using ISP network-
level data associated with their IP address. 

Advantage
Home-based authentication ends the hassle of at-home, 
TV-Everywhere logins. One click and the user is in. For 
operators and programmers alike, this can be a powerful 
point of difference in the competitive marketplace.

Limitation
Applicability. It’s only applicable for devices used in 
the home and with MSOs and MVPDs that are also 
ISPs. Higher security contexts, such as Bill Pay sites 
are inappropriate for password-less HBA access.
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1 2Out-of-Home Authentication 

Social login allows TV subscribers to use their social network 
credentials to access TV Everywhere. When implemented 
in the right way, it can work as a mobile “out-of-home 
authentication” solution, ending login strife for users when 
they’re off their TV provider’s data network. 

Users first select their pay TV provider. Next, the social 
network asks them to log in, if they’re not logged in 
already, and asks for permission to communicate with 
the content provider’s app. Once permission is granted, 
the user will be required to log in to their TV Everywhere 
account. Once these accounts are connected, a secure

binding can be established, allowing the user to access 
their TV Everywhere without logging in again. 

Technically, this service commonly works via cookies, similar 
to SSO with the pay TV provider delegating to the social 
provider to verify that an end user is logged in and is who 
they say they are. Pay TV authorization always remains 
with the TV provider. However when a third party creates 
and stores a secure private binding between TV provider 
and social login provider, it can allow users to access TV 
Everywhere from any browser, any device, anywhere—
without reentering their TV provider account credentials. 

Advantage
The complex login process is simplified to one, at most 
two, logins. However, when social login implementations 
utilize a third-party’s secure binding, they work beyond the 
limitations of SSO, and have the power to act like “home-
based authentication” for mobile. When Google Sign-In 
option is used by pay TV subscribers with Android devices, 
MSOs have the ultimate app distribution path: TV providers 
can push over-the-air install of their video apps from a simple 
prompt in the web login flow back to the Android devices 
used by the same TV subscriber.

Limitation
For users, the initial set-up process can feel laborious, 
potentially requiring two passwords, one for the social 
network and one for the TV provider. Communication 
issues often arise to encourage privacy conscious users to 
participate, teaching them that the social network never 
sees the TV provider credentials, or vice versa.
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With SSO, users login once to access content across 
multiple websites or applications. The easiest 
explanation of how SSO works is to start with Web SSO, 
which relies on web browser cookies. When a user logs 
in for the first time within a browser, a secure cookie is 
stored on their device by their TV provider. As the user 
continues on to other “entitled” sites inside the browser, 
the user must identify himself or herself as an account 
holder. Then the browser and application perform checks 
using the cookie to verify user access. When the cookies 
is not found by the TV provider’s login system, it must 
ask the user to enter their credentials to provide their 
subscriber identity.

On mobile devices, such as iPhone and Android phones, 
achieving the end user benefits of Web SSO isn’t as 
straightforward. For MSOs and TV programmers building 
mobile apps, they require a Software Development Kit 
(SDK) and special web view modes to implement SSO 
across one or more mobile apps. Most TV Everywhere 
mobile apps load the login experience inside of a web 
view, which can prevent mobile SSO from working inside 
of the TVE app. However, using a special designed SDK, 
TVE app developers can harness operating system  
(OS) specific mobile SSO capabilities. Across  
Apple TV, iPad, iPhone and iPod Touch, Apple  
offers a proprietary Apple Single Sign-On capability. 
Android includes OS-level Account Manager system  
with more limited mobile SSO capabilities. TV Everywhere 
app developers can unlock these OS-specific mobile SSO 
technologies with Native SDKs from Cloud ID.

Connected TV devices, beyond Apple TV, are much 
more limited. Most do not yet support SSO across 
apps or channels and instead rely on cumbersome 
2nd screen login (tablet or desktop) steps for device 
rendezvous, or pairing. The industry is addressing this 

challenge with CTAM and OATC (Open Authentication 
Technology Committee) setting guidelines to simplify 
TV Everywhere authentication.

Advantage
The complex login process is simplified to one login across 
TV Everywhere websites and sometimes across mobile 
apps if the devices share the same mobile SSO-ready 
operating system. Some mobile operating systems, such 
as Apple, service single sign-on multiple devices at once. 

Limitation
SSO sessions still require an initial login, and it could 
require multiple login experiences as users move from one 
app to another, from one browser to another, or from one 
device to another. Some mobile operating systems, such 
as Android and iOS support mobile SSO between apps. 
Other, such as Roku and smart TVs do not yet support 
mobile SSO. Single sign-on sessions also expire.

Single Sign-On (SSO) 3
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Every Service 
Provider and 
Content Provider
Needs to Begin 
Building this 
Foundation for 
Advanced Video, 
and It Has Never 
Been Easier 



Deploying simplified sign-on solutions is finally an easy 
step forward for TV providers to take. First, the technology 
is there. Third-party authentication companies now offer 
solutions that solve the greatest challenges holding back 
simplified sign-on deployments, including the struggle to 
create and manage a multitude of individual integrations 
and maintaining reliability, scale, and security. Second, the 
strategic sensitivities are becoming lesser issues. 

It’s readily evident: consumers want to seamlessly watch 
TV Everywhere, across their devices, away from set-top 
boxes. Regulators, as well as many up-and-coming new 
disruptors, also hear their demand for choice. The same 
way the competition between TV providers intensified 
earlier in the millennium to get content online, the 
competition is heating up to provide customers with easier 
access to these experiences. 

No player in this industry will be able to afford TV 
Everywhere abandonment rates of up to 50% because 
of solvable technical problems. Additionally, as the 
marketplace grows, concerns about owning exclusive 
rights to the connection point between subscriber and 

content will continue to lose dominance, replaced by the 
rush to stay relevant amidst the broadening spectrum of 
competition and the opportunity to play a much more 
sophisticated, broader, and lasting role in customers’ lives.
 

 
Ask yourself:

• Is a large percentage of your subscriber base  
 watching TV Everywhere?

• Can your consumers watch TV on the device  
 of their choice?

• If yes to both, how much does it cost? Are you  
 getting the greatest return on your investment?

The simplified sign-on solutions available today empower 
TV providers to prioritize ease of use for themselves and—
most importantly—to champion it for their customers. 

Conclusion

Consumers want to watch more TV.
Let’s let them. 
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Known for managed portals and apps, advertising, email and collaboration, 

authentication, and end-to-end advanced video services, Synacor 

(Nasdaq:SYNC) is the trusted technology development, multiplatform 

services and revenue partner for video, internet and communications 

providers, device manufacturers, and enterprises. We deliver modern, 

multiscreen experiences and advertising to their consumers that require 

scale, actionable data and sophisticated implementation. Synacor enables 

our customers to better engage with their consumers. 

Our cloud-based identity management platform, Cloud ID, is an innovative, 

scalable, customizable, and secure solution that brings home-based 

authentication, social login, and single sign-on technologies to operators, 

programmers, and their customers. With it, subscribers’ TV-everywhere 

login processes can be reduced down to one click or less, and access to all 

of their pay TV content and services is streamlined and simplified. Cloud ID 

is the industry’s only end-to-end identity platform that solves the subscriber 

login challenge anywhere users access their video services, whether in-

home on their Wi-Fi network, on a connected TV, or on mobile across both 

Apple and Android devices. 

About Synacor and Cloud ID
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